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WHO 
WE 

ARE
 GROK heroes isn't just a coin; it's a movement. Born from the

visionary mind of Elon Musk, GROK heroes combines the
power of DeFi with the brilliance of AI driven by community.

Back up by an experienced team who achieved good
milestone on previous project.
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Total supply: 100,000,000,000 
100% Token in Presale 
LP 100 years Locked 
NO Team Token 
NO Private sale 
NO Staking 
Audit completed 100/100

Softcap: 25 bnb 
Hardcap: 100 bnb 
WL ONLY 
Min. Buy: 0,3 Bnb 
Max buy 0,5 bnb 
Renounced contract 
BIG KOLs & Partner
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PARTNERS



GIVEAWAYS

• Whitelist for presale (Tier1)

• Unique Profile Picture for Telegram & X

• 0.1 BNB / MINT

• 500 unique NFTs

• 100% goes in to Marketing

• More Utility, announced soon…
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This website provides information about MEME tokens for entertainment purposes only. The content on this site is not intended to be financial or investment advice, and it should not be 
construed as such. Investing in cryptocurrencies and tokens, including MEME tokens, involves risk, and users should conduct their own research and seek the advice of a qualified financial 
professional before making any investment decisions.
The information provided on this website is based on sources believed to be reliable, but no guarantees or warranties of any kind, express or implied, are made regarding the accuracy, 
completeness, or suitability of the information. The creators of this website and its content do not endorse any specific investments, projects, or platforms.
Cryptocurrency markets are highly volatile, and prices can change rapidly. Past performance is not indicative of future results. Users should be aware that the value of MEME tokens and other 
cryptocurrencies can fluctuate and may result in the loss of their entire investment.
This website may contain links to third-party websites or services. The inclusion of any link does not imply endorsement by the website’s creators. Users should exercise caution and review the 
privacy policies and terms of service of any third-party websites.
By accessing and using this website, users acknowledge and agree that they are solely responsible for their own decisions and actions. The creators of this website are not liable for any losses 
or damages, including but not limited to financial losses, arising from the use of this website or its content.
It is important to stay informed about the regulatory environment for cryptocurrencies in your jurisdiction, as regulations may impact the legality and availability of certain services.
This disclaimer may be updated or modified without notice. Users are encouraged to review this disclaimer regularly for any changes.
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CONTACT

info@grokheroes.com

https://twitter.com/GROKheroes

V@grokheroes

grokheroess.com

mailto:info@grokheroes.com
https://twitter.com/GROKheroes
https://t.me/grokheroesv
https://grokheroes.com/



